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Twisted - Stool
Philip Michael Wolfson

The complex shapes of TWISTED create a choreography of motion and continual transformation, and they reveal Wolfson’s unique approach to design: layering and manipulating the material into fluid shapes and forms, where shadow and reflection are an integral part of the seduction of the work. Manufactured in England, the TWISTED series pushes the material boundaries. Stretching, bending and curving seamless forms, the works appear frozen in space.

MATERIAL: LG Hi-Macs acrylic stone (WHITE)
DIMENSIONS: 60CM X 60CM X H44CM

Twisted & Gilded
Philip Michael Wolfson

TWISTED is composed of: Eruption, Twisted Bar, Twisted Desk, Why? Why Not consoles, Split chair low, Split chair high, Split stool, and the Split & Gilded stool from the TWISTED & GILDED collection with 24K gold leaf internally applied.

2010, STOOL
Material: LG Hi-Macs Black with 24K Gold Leaf
Dimensions: H44cm x W64cm x D50cm/approx H17” x W24” x D20”
Limited Edition of 8

Twisted - Stool
Philip Michael Wolfson

Creating a choreography of movement and transformation with a subtle dynamic of a single bending surface, the TWISTED series examines minimal form and material. Using modern and traditional methods the main body is laser cut from a flat pattern, then hand formed and given a 24K gold leaf internal finish.

Hi-Mac Acrylic Stone (WHITE)
Bronze mirror glass
Functional sculpture
17 3/10 x 23 3/5 x 23 3/5 in - 44 x 60 x 60 cm
Edition of 8

Works in the series have been shown at 100% Design London, Milan Furniture Fair, TEFAF (Maastricht) and Franziska Kessler Gallery (Zurich).